Aviator

– A Pioneer in Versatile Sustainable Living for the 21st Century

Our vision is to create the finest contemporary live/work lofts in Steamboat, providing the ultimate in
energy efficiency and design freedom with structural integrity and innovative practicality.
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Located on the edge of Steamboat’s city
limits at the gateway to the Elk River Valley,
Aviator sits atop Marble Hill in its own
private enclave overlooking the Yampa
Valley. The beauty of the surroundings, the
privacy, the easy access to Steamboat’s
airport and downtown all make
this site special.
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Developer Brian Olson has been known to
find a niche that needs to be filled and create
a unique product to fill that niche. With only 11 well
designed live/work lofts available, and so few opportunities
of this type, this project will fill that niche with a flair that is different
from other projects in the area. The architectural style creates the
feel of loft style living so popular in downtown areas and the open
space provides the ultimate in design freedom.
3 Buildings
11 Live/Work Lofts
Internal Sidewalks and Landscaped
Open Area
Picnic Tables and Bike Racks

site plan
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The Aviator’s unique design and eco-friendly building materials will set it apart from other projects of its type. Olson has hired EcoSteel a company that offers the
world’s most advanced Green Building technology to provide the structure for the project.
Exterior Specs
• Steel polyurethane foam insulated panels that provide
unsurpassed thermal insulation and superior energy efficiency
• Panels achieve an R-value of 8 per inch which is 30% higher
than any other traditionally insulated product
• Century Wall Panels provide the flattest possible architectural
grade product of uniform superior quality
• 16’x12’ & 12’x12’ Stainless Steel Garage Doors with Two
Rows of Glass
• Electric Garage Door Opener
• Double Pane Metal Clad Energy Efficient Windows
• Large Decks to Capture the Surrounding Views
• Steel Insulated Roof with 4” insulation (R-32)
• Steel Insulated Panel Walls with 3” Insulation (R-24)

Interior Specs
• 15’ Floor to Floor Ceilings on Lower Level
• Forced Air Heating and Air Conditioning Unit
• Concrete Floors
• Rough in Electrical – Three Phase Service
• Rough Plumbing
• Hot Water Heater
• Vaulted Ceilings on Upper Level
• Gas Line for Fireplace
• Stairs Complete with Steel Top Railings, Support Posts and
Intermediate Cables
• Fire Suppression System
• Gas Line for Grill on Deck

*All Speciﬁcations are subject to change without notice

features

EcoSteel

Advantage

EcoSteel Advantage – EcoSteel is superior to traditional construction methods in every practical way.
Low-Maintenance
Unlike conventional building materials, steel
doesn’t rot, warp, decompose, split or fall victim
to natural pests. EcoSteel is specially treated to
avoid rust.
Square Corners Stay Squared
Steel is an unlimited resource that is produced
in strict accordance with national standards with
no regional variations and inconsistencies.
Windows and doors open and close as they should.
Superior Strength
Steel has the highest strength-to-weight ratio of any
building material. It’s flexible, straight, non-porous,
durable, dimensionally stable and lightweight.
Specifically, EcoSteel ensures decades of maintenance-free, energy efficient comfort and safety.
Energy-Efficient
Unlike wood, steel framing doesn’t crack due
to shrinking or warping. EcoSteel’s frames and
steel insulated panels meet or exceed governmental energy-efficiency standards. The tongue
and groove design creates a continuous, insulated
cocoon, preventing the air leaks that result in
costly energy loss. The R-24 “whole wall performance” of a standard EcoSteel 3” insulated
panel is more than 2.5 times higher than a
timber framed 2x4 batt insulated wall.

Extreme Weather Conditions
With drastic temperature swings and high winds
or earthquakes, EcoSteel stands strong. They have
even designed a line of homes engineered to
withstand over a 150 MPH wind load, exceeding
one of the toughest building codes in the US
Miami/Dade, Florida.
Less Waste
EcoSteel systems are constructed with 76%
recycled steel. The overall recycling rate in
the steel industry is 75% making it the most
recycled material in North America. There is
typically only 2% waste using steel versus 20%
with wood construction.
Fire-Resistant
EcoSteel significantly reduces the fire hazards
posed by the many combustible materials common in most homes and offices today. Insurance
rates may be reduced by using fire resistant
structural materials such as steel.
Mold-Resistant
EcoSteel practically eliminates the possibility
of mold growth and the related health risks
found in some buildings built with conventional
materials.

the ecosteel advantage
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Velum Overlay Building B
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Originally from Wisconsin, Brian came to Steamboat
over 15 years ago with a pair of skis and a dream.
He fell in love with the valley and knew what he
did here would have to be special. Arriving on a
ski scholarship, he gained more than just a few
ski medals – he found a place to call home.
With hard work, dedication and personal attention
to every detail, Brian set new standards for
construction with The Pines at Orehouse Plaza.
To say that Brian pays attention to every detail may
be the understatement of the century. “I admit I may
be a bit obsessive when it comes to making reality
of the projects I envision.” He brings his unique flair
for combining functional designs, structural integrity,
a cutting edge style and superior construction
to set the Aviator apart from other projects.
Brian is always available to talk to interested buyers
about their unique visions for their live/work lofts.

listing broker

supplier

Lisa firmly believes in the spirit of the team.
“A team working together can accomplish much
more than one person alone.

Olson hired EcoSteel, a company that offers the
world’s most advanced Green Building technology
to provide the structure for the building. EcoSteel
is working hand in hand with Olson to make the
Aviator an eco-friendly project.

Olson Team at Prudential – Lisa Olson & Beth Bishop

“Our intention is to realize our highest potential
in all areas of our lives and to help our clients do
the same. I chose to live here 15 years ago because
Steamboat embodies what we often forget to put
first- family, health, a friendly smile and a helping
hand. I love to introduce people to this special
place and help my clients find a home here where
they can go to recharge.”
Backed by the strength of Prudential Steamboat
Realty, her full time Buyer’s Agent Beth Bishop and
an assistant, Lisa feels she has set up a team that is
hard to beat. “Beth and I form solid, relationships
with all our clients, and we like to have fun. They
know we are in this for the long haul and will
work to find them just the right fit for their needs.”

EcoSteel

EcoSteel is a member of the US Green Building
Council (USGBC). The USGBC is the nation’s
foremost coalition of leaders from every sector of
the building industry working to promote buildings
that are environmentally responsible while creating
healthy places to live and work.
Their system utilizes a combination of steel framing
wrapped in steel insulated panels. This unique
combination provides optimal strength, versatility
and energy efficiency while maintaining design
freedom.
For more information on EcoSteel and to see some
of their other great projects visit www.ecosteel.com.

You can call Lisa or Beth anytime at 970.875.0555
or visit them online at www.lisaolson.com.

aviator team
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Both Brian and Lisa Olson feel strongly about giving back to the community. Therefore, they have both decided that a portion of
every transaction will be donated to the Steamboat Springs Winter Sports Club Foundation.
Brian grew up a ski racer and gained a lot of his determination from competitive ski racing. Like any sport, ski racing is an
opportunity for kids to learn skills that carry over to more than just the hill. Learning how to manage your time, training to be
the best at your sport, working as a team towards a common goal, coping with disappointments and enjoying triumphs are all
important parts of growing up.
The Winter Sports Club is heralded as one of the foremost ski clubs in the country. Besides training future Olympians, they
strive to build strong healthy kids with character who succeed in life.
To enhance the Winter Sports Clubs efforts in impacting the youth of the community, the developer will donate .5% of every
sale and Lisa personally will donate 10% of her commission to the Foundation. Together Brian and Lisa hope to provide endless
opportunities to the club that has sent more than 65 athletes to the Olympics.
For more information about the Winter Sports Club visit www.sswsc.org.

giving back to the community
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If you are looking for something different with design integrity
and innovative practicality, look no further. The Aviator is here.

olson team at prudential
Lisa Olson or Beth Bishop
o 970.875.0555
c 970.846.0713
lisa@lisaolson.com | www.lisaolson.com

www.steamboataviator.com

take flight

